
Science  Photo  Library  and  Isopix  sign  distribution  agreement  for
Belgium and Luxembourg

Distribution in Belgium and Luxembourg of the leading source of science and
medical images & videos

BRUSSELS and LONDON – 23 June, 2017 – Science Photo Library (SPL), the world’s

leading source of science and medicine content has signed a distribution agreement

with Isopix aimed to deliver SPL’s collection of scientific imagery to the Belgium and

Luxembourg markets.

SPL has worked for  over 35 years with a wide range of  specialists  from scientific

communities to medical professionals, ensuring images and videos are accurate and

of  high  quality.  The  curated  collection  features  extraordinary  content  covering

healthcare, science, technology, space, environment, natural world and history.

This agreement makes Isopix the best resource for science and medicine images and

videos, enabling users to enjoy access to the SPL collection. 

Both  companies  share  the  same  vision  of  providing  unique  content  to  a  broad

community of business and creative professionals.  

Explore the mysteries of science and access a wide range of compelling images and

videos. Be inspired by the engaging content that will enhance your understanding of

the fascinating world of science. Visit  isopix.be to download stunning science and

medicine content. 

Simon Stone, SPL’s Sales Director said: ‘Science content is crucial in media, education

and the creative landscape. This new agreement makes inspiring and hard to source

scientific content available to diverse audiences in Belgium and Luxembourg.’

http://www.isopix.be/home_science.aspx?MODE=SC&DDLB_CATALOG=8&INIT=1


‘We  are  very  excited  to  represent  SPL’s  world-class  collection.  This  agreement

positions  Isopix  as  the  leading  agency  in  Belgium  and  Luxembourg  for  specialist

content. The agency will successfully respond to commercial and educational clients’

– commented Paul Marnef, CEO and founder of Isopix together with the COO, Tom

Gastmans.  

About Science Photo Library:

Science  Photo  Library  (SPL)  is  the  leading  source  of  science  images  and  video.

Acquired  from  scientific  and  medical  experts,  acclaimed  photographers  and

renowned institutions,  SPL’s  content  is  unrivalled  worldwide.  Outstanding  quality,

accuracy  and commitment  to  excellence are  deeply  embedded in  the company’s

DNA.  Science  Photo  Library  inspires  creative  professionals  and  delivers  engaging

content  of  the  highest  quality  for  a  wide  range  of  clients.  Visit

www.sciencephoto.com for more information and stay connected  Twitter,  LinkedIn

and Facebook.

About Isopix:
Created in 1984, ISOPIX the agency rapidly made its marks and became recognized 
as a reliable photo agency (press and stock) and a partner offering a wide portfolio 
of editorial and creative images, both «rights-managed» and «royalty free».
ISOPIX content (photos and videos) focuses on a strong local coverage as well as a 
large international offering, which is growing daily by 15,000 pieces of content.
ISOPIX represents prestigious internationally recognized agencies such as the 
Associated Press, Sipa Press, Rex Features, Camera Press, Startraks – Instar, News 
Syndication, Caters, Visual Press Agency, X17, Sunshine, etc. . From its beginnings, 
the agency has benefited from a strong team of photographers producing 
reportages for editorial and corporate clients alike.

For more information, contact:

Science Photo Library Isopix
Simon Stone Tom Gastmans
Sales Director COO 
T. + 44 (0) 20 7432 1100 T. + 32 (0) 2 420 30 50
Email: simon@sciencephoto.com Email: tomg@isopix.be
Web:  www.sciencephoto.com Web:  isopix.be
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